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Preface

This book is designed to provide an accessible course in the basic sheet-metal fabrication and welding engineering principles and applications required in a wide range of vocational courses. No prior knowledge of sheet-metal fabrication and welding is assumed.

I trust that Fabrication and Welding Engineering will be found to be a worthy complement to my previous books on the fundamentals of general and mechanical engineering. As well as offering up-to-date best practice and technical information, this new title has been fully matched to the latest courses, in particular Level 2 NVQs in Performing Engineering Operations from EAL and the City & Guilds.

Guidance on the depth of treatment has been taken from the SEMTA National Occupational Standards on which all NVQs are based. The book is especially useful for trainees who are involved in a SEMTA Apprenticeship in Engineering.

All of the chapters end with a selection of exercises. These will help with assessing the trainees' performance criteria for the underpinning knowledge and understanding that is an essential part of their training. The book ends with an Appendix of useful websites on the more advanced aspects of welding and profile cutting involving: plasma arc welding; electron beam welding; laser welding and cutting and automated (robotic) welding and cutting (CNC).

I also wish to pay tribute to the late Mr F.J.M. Smith who collaborated with me on matters of sheet-metal working and welding where this topic area occurred in my previous books. I have drawn heavily on his expertise in this current book.
Folding and joining allowances (self-securing joints), 421
Folding machine, 282
Folding by bending, 278
Folding properties (materials), 72
Forms of supply (materials). 88
Fricition grip bolts, high-strength, 390
Fricition welding of plastics, 536
Furnace brazing, 452
Furnace brazing, see heat treatment furnaces
Fusion welding, 468
Fusion, lack of, 500
Gas cylinders, safety in the use of, 37
Explosion risks, 39
Fire hazards, 38
Testing for leaks, 38
Glands, 509
Glass reinforced plastic (GRP), 526
Graphs, 113
Grinding machines, double-ended off-hand, 253
Grinding wheel selection, 256
Abrasive, 256
Bond, 258
Grade, 257
Grain size (grit size), 256
Structure, 258
Grinding wheel, use of, 254
Dressing, 255
Truing, 255
Hacksaw (power), 225
Hacksaw, use of the, 223
Sawing sheet metal, 224
Hacksaws, 222
Hammers, 218
Hand reamers and reaming, 404
Hammer bushes, 396
Hard soldering (braising), 447
Aluminium brazing, 457
Flame brazing (flux removal), 459
Flame brazing (procedure), 458
Brazing alloys containing phosphorus, 449
Brazing brasses (spelter), 450
Brazing, principles of, 447
Dip brazing, 454
Electric induction brazing, 455
Electric resistance brazing, 457
Filler materials, 449
Furnace brazing, 452
Heat sources for brazing, 451
Metals suitable for hard-soldering, 448
Silver solders, 449
Hazards (general):
Electrical, 6
Fire, 7
Health (irritant effects), 19
Health (narcotic effects), 19
Health (noise), 19
Health (systemic effects), 20
Hazard associated with hand tools, 451
Cutters, 22
Transmission guards, 22
Hazards associated with mains-operated arc-welding equipment, 43
Arc eye, 48
External welding circuit, the, 46
Protective clothing:
Body protection, 49
Eye and head protection, 47
Ventilation, 50
Heat bending of plastics, 533
Heat properties (materials), 74
Heat sources for brazing, 451
Heat treatment furnaces, 101
Atmospheric control, 108
Muffle furnace (electric resistance), 104
Muffle furnace (gas heated), 103
Semis-muffle furnace, 102
Heat treatment of non-ferrous metal and alloys, 100
Precipitation treatment, 101
Solution treatment, 101
Heat treatment of plain carbon steels, the, 93
Annealing, 98
Case-hardening, 100
Staining (carburising), 96
Distortion (quenching), 95
Normalizing, 99
Tempering, 97
Heat treatment processes:
defections, 91
Fire prevention, 92
Introduction, 91
Protective clothing, 92
Safety notices, 92
Heat welding of plastics, 533
Hermaphroditic (fold-leg) calipers, 175
Hole sawing, 234
Hollowing and 'rinsing', 309
Hot and cold working of materials, 75
Identification of metals, the, 86
Impact (nick) test for welds, 504
Implementing company policy, 62
Communication, 62
Management structure, 63
Recording and filing, 64
Induction heating of plastics, 538
Information (graphical), interpretation of, 112
Charts, 114
Histograms, 113
Pie charts, 115
Information given on, 194
Box templates, 198
Committees, 195
For checking, 195
For setting out sheet-metal fabrications, 195
Steel templates (ordinary and boxed), 198
Use of, 195
Information sources, selection of, 112
Information tables, charts and schedules, interpretation of, 116
British and European standards, 116
Drawings and diagrams, 118
Manufacturers' catalogues, 116
Product specifications, 116
Production schedules, 116
Reference tables and charts, 118
Interpretation, 151
Interpretation, 151
Isometric projection, 154
Oblique projection, 155
Isometric projection, 154
Jack clamps, 514
Jennyng machine, 342
Laminated plastic (tufnol), 524
Lamination, 522
Latice frames, 353
Layouting templates for a roof truss, 206
Leader lines, 346
Leftward welding, 483
Lifting (manual), 23
Individual lifting, 23
Team lifting, 24
Lifting equipment (mechanical), 26
Cranes (mobile), 27
Manual (muscle power), 26
Powered, 26
Safety, 29
Lifting equipment, use of, 31
Hand signals, 31
Lifting a load, 31
Lowering a load, 31
Traversing a load (travelling crane), 31
Lifting gear (accessories), 32
Eye bolts and shackles, 35
Hooks, 32
Rings, 34
Slings, 32
Care and condition of, 34
Special purpose equipment, 35
Lightweight beams, fabricated, 359
Line and end measurement, 164
Machine cutting:
Laser, 274
Water jet, 274
Macro examination of welds, 504
Magnetic clamps, 515
Manual metal-arc welding techniques, 495
Arc length, 498
Electrode angles, 495
Stopping and restarting, 498
Striking the arc, 495
Welding, 498
Manual metal-arc welding, 490
Alternating current (a.c.), 493
Current and voltage values, 494
Direct current (d.c.), 493
Electrode coatings, 491
Electrode, the, 490
Manufacturers' catalogues, 116
Marking out (tools for providing guidance), 177
Box square, 178
Combination set, 179
Rule, 177
Straight edge, 177
Try square, 178
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Marking out (tools for providing support), 181
angle plates, 182
surface plate, 183
surface table, 181
Marking out aids, further, 189
bevel, the, 189
pipe square, the, 190
plumb line, the, 191
tensioned wire, the, 191
Marking out equipment, 172
centre punch, 172
condition and care of, 206
dividers, 175
dot punch, 172
hormaphrodite (odd-leg) calipers, 175
nipple punch, 172
scriber, 172
trammels, 175
Marking out flanges, 188
Marking out, techniques for, 183
dimensions of, 183
flat square, the, 185
setting out a steel plate, 185
steel tapes use of, 185
surface preparation, 183
template (large), 184
trammels, use of, 185
workpiece (general), 184
Marking-off holes:
in angle sections, 199
in beams and columns, 204
in channel sections, 200
in T-sections, 201
Materials, forms of supply of, 88
Materials, properties of, 70
brittleness, 72
compressive strength, 70
corrosion resistance, 75
ductility, 72
elasticity, 72
feasibility, 74
hardness, 73
heat conductivity, 74
malleability, 73
plasticity, 72
refractoriness, 74
rigidity, 72
sharpened strength, 71
temper strength, 70
toughness, 71
Measurement (angular), 169
bevel protractor (plain), 170
right angles, 170
vernier protractor, 170
Measurement (linear), 166
calipers and their use, 164
introduction, 162
line and end measurement, 164
micrometer caliper, the use of, 165, 168
steel rules, use of, 162
vernier calipers, 168
Measuring equipment, correct use of, 171
Mechanical joining processes, npt threaded joints, riveted joints, and self-secured joints
Metal inert gas (MIG) welding, 507
Metal spinning, principles of, 318
lubrication for spinning, 324
spindle speeds for spinning, 324
spinning process, the, 320
Metals, 77
suitable for hard-soldering, 448
the identification of, 86
Micrometer caliper, the use of, 165, 168
Moving loads that are too heavy to lift, 25
Neutral flame, 480
Nipple punch, 172
Non-ferrous metals and alloys, 81
aluminium and its alloys, 82
brass alloys, 84
bronze alloys, 85
copper and its alloys, 82
Non-metals (natural), 86
Non-metals (synthetic), 86
thermo-plastics, 88
thermo-setting plastics, 87
Non-metals, 77
Normalizing, 91, 99
Oblique projection, 153
Oxides in welding, 48
Oxidizing flame, 480
Oxycarbonyl flame, the, 479
Oxy-acetylene flame, 468
Oxy-acetylene welding, 468
acetylene, 470
discharge rate, 472
leftward welding, 483
nozzle size, 481
oxidizes in welding, 48
oxygen, 469
pressure regulators, 472
rightward welding, 466
welding hoes, 474
welding nozzle, 477
care and use of, 475
welding techniques, further, 488
welding torches, 475
Panel heating, 309
Parallel drill, 205
Particle reinforcement, 531
Penetration when welding, 500
Personal hygiene, 20
Personal protection, 16
appearance (clothing), 16
appearance (long hair), 16
foot protection, 19
hand cleaning, 17
hand protection, 17
head and eye protection, 16
Pipe square, the, 190
Pipework, 362
centre-line measurements, 366
colour coding, 381
compression joints, 378
flanged joints, 378
inside measurements, 362
machine bending, setting out pipes for, 362
off-set measurements, 366
outside measurements, 364
pipe bending, 366
by hand, 369
pipe fitting, 373
pipe loading — safety, 367
safety, 374
tapered threads, 376
threaded (screwed) joints, 375
threading equipment, 379
types of pipe (copper), 374
types of pipe (steel), 375
Pittsburgh lock, the, 425
Plain carbon steels, 77
Plumb line, the, 191
Plywood, 523
Porous syrinxes, 395
Polymer (plastic) manipulation and fabrication, 533
dielectric welding, 538
friction welding, 536
heat bending, 533
heat welding, 532
induction heating, 538
insulation heating, 538
resistance (hot wire) heating, 537
solvent welding, 534
ultrasonic welding, 539
POD® out threaded inserts, 396
POD® riveting, 411
design guidelines, 415
good fastening practice, 414
POD® range guide, 413
selection of POD® or blind rivets, 414
Porous, 501
Prompters, 124
Power tools, portable, 249
drilling machines, 250
grinding machines, 252
punch-type (collaring) machines, 251
shearing machines, 250
Precipitation treatment, 101
Press-brake, the, 286
acute-angle dies, 291
bending, 292
bush-making, 291
channel dies, 291
fluting (plancharging) tools, 291
goose-neck punch, 291
interchangeable four-way dies, 291
radius bending, 291
Pressure regulators, 472
Presswork, see blanking (stamping and piercing), bending in press tool
Projection welding, 517
Properties of materials, see materials
Protective equipment (welding), 41
rattles, 41
overalls, 41
Quality control, 119
Quench (through hardening), 91, 94
Quenching, distortion and cracking, 95
Rake angle, 213
Rimming, hithen, 405
Record keeping, methods of, 121
computer files, 121
logbooks, 121
microfiche, 121
microfilm, 121
registers, 121
Reducing flame, 481
Redundant views, 132
Redox process, 551
Reinforced concrete, 525
Relationship with managers, supervisors and instructors, 59
Resistance (hot wire) heating of plastics, 537
Index

Righthand welding, 486
Ring-bending rolls for angle sections, 300
Riveted joints, 405
common causes of failure in riveted joints, 411
common defects in riveting, 410
factors influencing choice of rivet lengths, 408
methods of riveting, 409
rivet heads and applications, 407
types of joint, 406
Roll-bending machines, 296
roll-down-type, 298
Rolled steel sections, 348
Rolling plate, 298
Routing, 237
Rubber, 533
Safety and hazard notices, 121
Safety and hazard signs, 122
Scratch gauge, the, 190
Scribe, 172
Setting block, 177
Seam welding, 517
Self-secured joints, comparative uses of, 424
tapping screws, 409
Self-secured joints, 418
allowance for double grooved seam, 423
allowance for grooved joint, 423
allowance for panel-down and knocked-up joints, 423
grooved seam, the, 419
hand grooving tool, the, 423
knocked-up joint, the, 420
panel-down joint, the, 420
Pittsburg lock, the, 425
sealing, 425
Shearing machine, universal, 262
shearing machines, essential requirements of, 249
Shearing, principles of, 340
Shears, guillotine type, 240
band type, 244
bevel gauge, use of a, 245
hand type (snips), 243
rotary, 245
setting, 241
Sheet and plate metalwork (introduction), 278
air bending, 282
bend allowance:
for sheet metal, 292
neutral bite, 292
bending in press tools, 294
coining (pressure bending), 282
folding machine, 282
forming by bending, 278
press-break, the, 286
spring-back, 280
spring-back, compensation for, 281
Silver solders, 449
S기 inclusion, 501
Slip-nails, 298
Soft soldering (lead-free solders), 446
heat sources, 447
lead-free solder alloys, 446
properties of lead-free joints, 446
Soft soldering (tin/lead solders), 430
active fluxes, 432
blowpipe flame, 446
copper flint (soldering iron), 436
heat sources, 434
passive fluxes, 432
preparing the joint, 432
soldering fluxes, 432
Soldered joints, types of, 440
floating, 445
sweating, 445
tackering, 444
Solid blow, 304
Solvent treatment, 101
Soldering of plastics, 534
Spatter, 502
Spaders, 514
Spot facing, 236
Spot welding, 516
Stanchion bases, 349
Stanchion splices, 351
States of matter, 70
Steel rules, use of, 162
Stiffeners, the use of, 328
Stopping and restarting when arc welding, 498
Straight edge, 177
Striking the arc, 495
Strong-backs, 509
Structural steel connections and assemblies, typical, 348
Submerged arc welding, 507
Surface plate, 181
Surface preparation for marking out, 183
Surface table, 181
Swaging sheet metal, 324
Swaging operations, 326
Tapping holes, hints when, 403
Taps, use of, 400
Temperature measurement, 105
radiation pyrometer, 107
thermocouple pyrometer, 105
Tempering, 91, 97
Template (large), marking out a, 184
Templates, 192
test for, 192
manufacture of, 192
materials used for, 193
Tensioned wire, the, 191
Thermite joining processes, use soft soldering, hard
soldering (braze) aluminum brazing, braze welding, oxy-acetylene welding, and
arc welding
Thermoplastic adhesives, 543
Thermoplastics, 87
Thermosetting adhesives, 545
Thermosetting plastics, 87
Third angle orthographic drawing, 127
Threaded fastenings for structural steelwork (black and
turned bolts), 389
alignment of holes, 394
barrel drill, 393
friction grip bolts, high-strength, 390
‘hank’ bushes, 396
parallel drill, 395
pogger spanners, 395
POE® nut threaded inserts, 396
self-tapping screws, 409
washers for screwed connections, 393
Threaded fastenings, 386
coarse thread systems, 388
fine thread systems, 388
Threaded joints (screwed), 375
Tin bronze alloys, 85
Trammels, 172
Trammels, use of, 185
Tapping, 232
Trusses, 353
Try square, 178
T-sections, marking off holes in, 201
Tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding, 507
Twist drill, the, 230
cutting speeds and feeds, 230
Types of line, 130
Ultrasonic welding of plastics, 539
Undercutting, 502
Universal jennying machine, forming operations
using a, 342
Vernier calipers, 168
Vernier protractor, 170
Vice shoes, 215
Vices, the bench, 214
Vice, using a, 215
Warning signs and labels, 12
mandatory signs, 13
prohibition signs, 12
safe condition signs, 13
Washers for screwed connections, 393
Weaving, 498
Web spacers, 356
Wedge angle, 213
Weld information, additional, 137
Weld profile, 302
Weld testing (workshop), 504
bend test (free), 505
bend test (guided), 505
impact (stick) test, 504
macro examination, 504
Welding defects, 498
fission, lack of, 500
penetration, 500
porosity, 501
slag inclusions, 501
spatter, 502
undercutting, 502
weld profile, 502
Welding nozzles, 477
Welding symbols, 136
Welding torches, 475
Wheeler machine, the, 313
‘Whiskers’ and dispersion hardening, 531
Workholding devices for welding, 509
bridge pincers, 512
chain and bar, 512
cleats, 509
dogs and wood blocks, 509
glands, 509
jacks, 514
magnetic clamps, 515
spiders, 514
strong-backs, 509
